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Abstract
Covering arrays have been extensively studied, in part because of their applications in testing interacting software components.
In this setting, fast and flexible methods are needed to construct covering arrays of close-to-minimum size. However testing
scenarios often impose additional structure on the tests that can be selected. We extend a greedy method to construct test suites for
complex systems that have a hierarchical structure in which components combine to form subsystems, which in turn form larger
subsystems, until the entire system is formed. The algorithm for merging covering arrays that we propose is then shown to have
further potential application in the compression of multiple sequence alignments of genomic data.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Covering arrays have enjoyed a wide variety of applications in interactions among inputs in hardware design [38],
interactions in gene signalling pathways [34], and interactions of materials in combinatorial high-throughput
experiments [5], among others. Numerous further applications are mentioned in [14,19]; primary among them is
software testing. To identify faulty interactions among software components, software interaction testing based on
covering arrays provides a systematic approach to analyze the main effects of factors and their interaction with other
factors. It can provide a significant reduction in the number of tests while identifying and isolating faults [4,17,27,41].
It has been applied to real hardware and software systems for strength 2 ≤ t ≤ 6 [25,26]. In [17], it was found that
t-way interaction coverage for “small” t reduces redundancy in block coverage while still identifying many faults.
Code coverage of 93% was achieved [4] using interaction testing to test an e-mail system at Nortel, even uncovering
new defects in a mature system.
First we define covering arrays, and then outline their use in testing. Let F = {F1, . . . , Fk} be a set of k factors,
and for each F f ∈ F let V f be the set of possible levels or values for factor F f . A t-tuple or t-way interaction is a
set F of t factors, and a level ν f ∈ V f for each factor F f ∈ F . When |V f | = v f (that is, v f is the number of levels
or values for factor F f ), a mixed-level covering array, MCA(N ; t, (v1, . . . , vk)), is an N × k array. The exponential
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notation gu11 · · · gu`` is used to represent the vector (v1, . . . , vk) when k =
∑`
i=1 ui and for 1 ≤ j ≤ ` we have
vη j+1 = · · · = vη j+1 = g j where η j =
∑ j−1
i=1 ui (in words, there are u j factors having g j levels). In every N × t
subarray, every possible t-tuple occurs in at least one row. Then t is the strength of coverage and k is the number of
factors. In the special case that v1 = · · · = vk = v, the array is a covering array CA(N ; t, k, v) (or CA(N ; t, vk)).
An MCA(N ; t, (v1, . . . , vk)) represents an interaction test suite in which each of the N rows is a test. Within each
test, the i th column specifies a level for the i th factor from among the vi admissible levels. Every test is executed
without reference to the results obtained in any other test, and each test passes or fails. The test suite fails to detect
the presence of faults only if no fault involves an s-way interaction for any s ≤ t . The rationale for such test suites is
that, in the absence of expert knowledge about where faults might arise, one can anticipate that faults arise primarily
from interactions among relatively few factors. Of course this does not take into account many practical realities in
testing, and substantial effort has been invested in adapting test suites to practical testing requirements, as we outline
in Section 2.
Despite the extensive literature both on covering arrays and on their use as interaction test suites, there remain
needs to address a number of testing environments. We focus on one in particular in this paper. Interaction testing is
typically preceded by unit testing, in which every level of every factor (software component) is tested in isolation. In
hierarchical system design, however, systems are rarely as simple as a single system comprised of many independent
components. Components typically combine to form subsystems, and subsystems in turn combine to form larger
subsystems, until at the top level subsystems combine to form a system. In the same way that unit tests are combined
to do integration testing of a system with many components, integration tests need to combine subsystems, and not
just components. In the language of covering arrays, we are asking for an interaction test suite for a system that
contains within it interaction test suites for each of the subsystems that have been combined. Hence there is a need
to merge covering arrays for the subsystems; indeed the need is to merge repeatedly along the lines specified in the
hierarchical design of the system. Therefore our focus is on a fast, greedy algorithm for merging covering arrays.
Perhaps surprisingly, despite the restriction to covering arrays obtained by such merging, we find that the covering
arrays produced can be produced faster, and often smaller, than competitive greedy algorithms that need not merge
smaller covering arrays. In our view, this alone may not be sufficient motivation for the development of yet another
algorithm for covering arrays. As we see later, an application in compressing multiple sequence alignments exposes a
concrete need for methods of the type that we propose.
In Section 2 we provide some background on covering arrays. In Section 3 we develop an algorithm for merging
covering arrays and outline an implementation of it. In Section 4 we report on computational experience with the
method. Then in Section 5 we explore a novel, and perhaps unexpected, application in which the need to merge
covering arrays arises. In Section 6 we provide conclusions concerning the utility of the method proposed.
2. Background
Covering arrays are a topic of much current interest because of their many applications. In addition, they generalize
orthogonal arrays, which are covering arrays in which every t-tuple occurs the same number of times; a huge
literature on orthogonal arrays exists [20]. For covering arrays, research on lower and upper bounds on N as a
function of t , k, and v has been pursued in numerous directions: asymptotic bounds from probabilistic arguments,
explicit constructions using orthogonal arrays and related designs, sophisticated metaheuristic search techniques for
specific cases, and simple, flexible tools for generating covering arrays with specific properties quickly. See [14,19]
for surveys.
Only in the case when t = v = 2 is an exact expression known for the minimum N in a CA(N ; t, k, v) as
a function of k [23,24]. It has been established that, for fixed t and v, the number N of tests in a minimum size
CA(N ; t, k, v) satisfies N = O(log k). The lower bound is trivial, since every column must be distinct. There are
many proofs for the upper bound. Probabilistic methods [31,32] establish the asymptotic growth rate but do not yield
a deterministic algorithm (at least directly). Explicit exponential time algorithms that generate one test at a time and
ensure logarithmic growth are given in [7,9]; an efficient algorithm with a similar guarantee is given in [1]. Finally,
the recursions developed in [28,29] could in principle be adapted to develop algorithms to generate a covering array
in which the logarithmic growth is guaranteed.
When t is small, recursive techniques have been developed that are effective at producing the smallest known
covering arrays [6,15,16,19]. Direct constructions for covering arrays have arisen from orthogonal arrays [35], but
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the majority of smallest covering arrays in ranges of practical interest have been constructed by computational
methods. Among these, local optimization [10], simulated annealing [10,12,36], tabu search [30], and constraint
programming [21] have all been effective.
The determination of the minimum size of a CA(N ; t, k, v) remains a difficult open problem, and substantial new
combinatorial ideas are needed for its solution. However, the mathematical challenge alone is not the reason for the
study of covering arrays. Covering arrays are widely used as test suites. Every row is a test that can pass or fail when
executed. The objective is to screen for small strength interactions among levels of factors that result in faults. In this
disguise, covering arrays have arisen in numerous applications; each necessitates the fast generation of small covering
arrays, often with additional properties. As examples, certain tests (seeds) may be required to be included in the test
suite; certain t-tuples (avoids) may be impossible to test; the order of test execution (prioritization) may result in
different testing cost or fault detection rate; and the introduction of new factors or the removal of current ones may
occur as the system is maintained. In these applications, while the combinatorial constructions developed have been
sufficiently fast, they have not been of sufficient generality to deal with the many parameter situations that arise. Nor
have they shown the flexibility to accommodate seeds, avoids, and prioritization. On the other hand, metaheuristic
search has the required flexibility, but until this point it appears to require too much time to generate the test suite,
and testers have often opted to settle for a larger test suite in order to reserve more time for test execution. Fast
implementations of certain combinatorial recursions is provided in AETG [8], TConfig [40], and CTS [19]; AETG
and CTS supplement these with greedy methods.
Consequently there is a substantial literature also on rapid generation techniques for covering arrays, primarily
based on greedy approaches. While not the first, AETG [8] popularized the use of one-test-at-a-time greedy algorithms
for constructing test suites. Since then, TCG [39] and DDA [2,1] have suggested variations on these; the latter is also
of theoretical interest in that it provides a logarithmic guarantee on N in terms of k. A framework for algorithms of
this type is developed in [3]. An alternate greedy strategy of generating one factor at a time is used in IPO [37]. These
methods illustrate the divergence from the goal of minimum size pursued in the mathematical literature; they rarely
produce the smallest test suite, but have been found to produce sufficiently small test suites rapidly while affording
both the generality to treat a wide variety of parameters and the flexibility to incorporate requirements for additional
properties.
Despite the variety of previous work, driven by the applications there remains a need to extend the combinatorial
and computational methods. We shall describe a method for constructing test suites that operates by merging smaller
test suites. It generalizes the concept in TConfig of juxtaposing existing covering arrays; it generalizes IPO by
adjoining a group of factors in one step rather than one factor at a time; and it generalizes DDA and its variants
by using a smaller covering array to select levels for a group of factors rather than selecting a level for a single factor.
Our primary objective, however, is not to make smaller covering arrays, but rather to make covering arrays that embed
smaller covering arrays.
We outline two published greedy algorithms for generating covering arrays, DDA and IPO, and then describe a
basic combinatorial idea, juxtaposition, and the use of it in the tool TConfig.
2.1. Deterministic density algorithm
We shall introduce a notion of “density”. To motivate it, we first examine the major steps of DDA [2]:
Start with an empty test suite
while there are uncovered pairs
Form a new current test with all factors free
while there is a free factor
Select free factor s with the highest factor density δs
Select a level σ from Vs with the highest level density ρs,σ
Assign level σ to factor s of the current test
Mark s fixed
AETG and TCG select a level based on the number of new pairs covered. When selecting a level for the i th factor,
they only consider the interactions with i − 1 fixed factors. However, if there are 100 factors, and we are currently
selecting a level for the tenth factor, the interaction with the last 90 is arguably more important than the interaction
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with the first nine. DDA uses the expected interactions with later factors. DDA uses similar expectations to select the
free factor to fix next. The factor is selected based on the number of pairs it may cover with the fixed factors and the
number of potential pairs it may cover with free factors. AETG calculates a similar heuristic for the treatment of the
first factor of each row (but uses a random order after that).
Let us develop the notion of density to quantify the expectations. Consider a covering array with k factors in which
factor i has vi levels. The local density between factors i and j is δi, j = ri, jviv j , where ri, j is the number of uncovered
pairs between the two factors. In plain terms, the local density is the ratio of uncovered pairs versus total pairs between
two factors. Let the factor density for factor s be δs =∑1 ≤ i ≤ k
i 6= s
δi,s . At every step we fix the factor s with the highest
density at that point.
To fix a specific factor we must select its level. Let ρi,s,σ be the uncovered pairs between level σ in factor s and
all the levels in factor i times 1
vi
. In other words, ρi,s,σ is the ratio of uncovered pairs between a level and all levels in
another factor and the initial number of pairs between these. Thus, level density, ρs,σ , is ρs,σ =∑1 ≤ i ≤ k
i 6= s
ρi,s,σ . We
use the level density to select a level. The level with the highest level density is added to the test case. Note that ρi,s,σ
is equal to 1 if factor i already has a selected level.
As defined, the densities have some undesirable properties for mixed-level covering arrays. A pair between two
factors, each with three levels, contributes 19 to the local density. A pair between two ten-level factors contributes
1
100
to the local density. Because the pairs in the first case are typically easier to cover than the pairs in the second, we
adjust the density so that each pair contributes an equal amount to the local density. Let vmax be the largest number
of levels for any factor. To calculate the local density for two free factors, we replace the denominator by v2max. When
one factor is fixed and the other is free, we use the denominator vmax. If both are fixed, we use 1 as the denominator.
2.2. IPO
Unlike other greedy algorithms, IPO does not generate a test suite one row at the time [37]. Instead, it first grows
the partial test suite horizontally by adding one factor at a time. In each step the test suite may also grow vertically
if needed. IPO starts by generating a pairwise test suite for the first two factors. This test suite has size v1v2. Then
it adds the third factor as a third column of the test suite, and selects levels for the third factor for each of the test
rows from the previous step. If there are still uncovered pairs between the first two factors and the third factor, IPO
vertically extends the test suite with additional rows to cover these. The horizontal and vertical growth continues until
the algorithm has included all the k factors, and the result is a complete covering array.
There are several potential advantages of IPO’s approach. Consider a system with k factors for which the tester
has developed a pairwise test suite. Later, the system grows, and the tester must add five factors. IPO can extend the
current test suite using horizontal growth and thus reuse the original test suite. IPO’s vertical growth can also handle
adding levels to some of the factors.
2.3. Juxtaposition and TConfig
A simple construction for covering arrays arises from juxtaposition. Consider an N × k covering array
CA(N ; 2, k, v). Form an N × `k array B by placing ` copies of A side by side; call the copies A1, . . . , A`. Now
B is not a CA(N ; 2, `k, v); it fails precisely because every column f (1 ≤ f ≤ k) is the same in each copy. However
if a CA(M; 2, `, v)C exists, by adding M tests to B obtained by repeating every element in every test of C k times, we
obtain a CA(N+M; 2, `k, v). The origins of this simple juxtaposition are hard to trace; an early reference is [32], and
many improvements on this idea have been examined since. In [15] the currently most general form of such recursive
constructions when t = 2 is given.
TConfig [40] implements an algorithm for covering array construction based on the juxtaposition of orthogonal
arrays, and a variety of other covering arrays derived from orthogonal arrays. While it replicates the ability of the
combinatorial recursions to produce small covering arrays quickly in specific situations, it suffers to a degree from
the restriction to specific classes of ingredient arrays. This is particularly problematic for mixed-level covering arrays,
as the results in Section 4 make more clear. Moreover, TConfig’s objective is to construct a test suite for the entire
system, and the ingredient arrays in the juxtaposition bear no relation to subsystems in the system under test.
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Table 1
Covering arrays A and B, both MCA(6; 2, 2, (2131)), and partial covering array PMCA(6; 2, 4, (2232))
A B Row f1 f2 f3 f4
Row f1 f2 Row f1 f2
1 0 a 1 2 x 1 0 a 2 x
2 0 b 2 2 y 2 0 b 2 y
3 0 c 3 2 z 3 0 c 2 z
4 1 a 4 3 x 4 1 a 3 x
5 1 b 5 3 y 5 1 b 3 y
6 1 c 6 3 z 6 1 c 3 z
Table 2
Covering array MCA(N ; 2, 4, (2232))
Row rA rB Covering array
f1 f2 f3 f4
1 1 1 0 a 2 x
2 5 2 1 b 2 y
3 3 5 0 c 3 y
4 4 6 1 a 3 z
5 2 3 0 b 2 z
6 6 4 1 c 3 x
7 – – ? b 3 x
8 – – ? c 2 z
9 – – ? a ? y
3. An algorithm for merging covering arrays
We introduce a new algorithm for constructing covering arrays, the Building-Block Algorithm (BBA). A simple
example first illustrates the approach. Next, we define the algorithm formally and describe an implementation. Finally,
we compare BBA to other algorithms for constructing covering arrays.
3.1. An example
To construct an MCA(N ; 2, 4, (2232)), first form two MCA(6; 2, 2, (2131))s, A and B, as shown in Table 1.
Combine A and B to create a partial solution to MCA(N ; 2, 4, (2232)) with six rows. A covering array must have
at least nine rows since there are nine pairs between factors f2 and f4. So we add extra rows to cover the remaining
pairs.
There are two types of pairs to consider, inner pairs within A or B and cross pairs between A and B. By themselves,
A and B always cover the inner pairs, but how A and B are combined affects the cross pairs left uncovered. Juxtaposing
A and B leaves a “large” set of uncovered cross pairs. In particular, between f2 and f4, only cross pairs (a, x), (b, y),
and (c, z) are covered, leaving six uncovered cross pairs between these two factors. This forces twelve rows in total.
A better approach is discussed next.
We reorder the rows in A and B before juxtaposing. Each row in A and each row in B appears exactly once, so
the resulting partial covering array still has six rows and still covers the inner pairs in A and B. We complete the
covering array by adding three additional rows to cover the remaining cross pairs as shown in Table 2. Columns rA
and rB give the row numbers in A and B of Table 1. The entry ? indicates a don’t-care position, which can be filled
arbitrarily.
Reordering rows within A and B can reduce the number of rows in the final covering array dramatically. The
Building-Block Algorithm’s fundamental idea is to combine smaller covering arrays by reordering the rows and then
to append additional rows for the remaining uncovered pairs.
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Fig. 1. Pseudo-code for the Building-Block Algorithm.
3.2. The Building-Block Algorithm
The Building-Block Algorithm (BBA) consists of four major steps:
Step 1. Partition the k factors { f1, f2, . . . , fk} into  factor groups {G1,G2, . . . ,G}. Let φ(Gi ) denote the collection
of numbers of levels in the factors of Gi .
Step 2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ , construct Mi , an MCA(ni ; t, φ(Gi )) called a building block for factor group Gi . All
building blocks have the same strength as the original covering array. Let η = max1≤i≤ ni .
Step 3. Construct a partial covering array, PMCA(η; t, k, (v1v2 . . . vk)), by combining the building blocks
M1,M2, . . . ,M .
Step 4. Complete the PMCA(N ; t, k, (v1v2 . . . vk)) by adding rows to cover the cross pairs left uncovered.
Several decisions must be made. An algorithm must choose  and the assignment of the k factors to the  factor
groups. To construct the building blocks, an implementation of BBA may select any method (including applying
itself recursively). The most important decision is how the rows are reordered and combined. Reordering can be done
implicitly by selecting, for each factor group, an unused row from the corresponding building block. To do this, it can
treat the factor groups in any order in order to select a row, and hence the algorithm must also determine in what order
to consider the factor groups. The building blocks are rarely the same size, so the algorithm must decide, for building
blocks Mi and M j with ni > n j , how to combine rows in Mi with nonexistent rows in M j after n j rows have been
fixed. If there are don’t-care positions in the building blocks, the algorithm must also decide how and when to fix them.
Finally, additional rows are appended to cover as yet uncovered cross pairs. Algorithms that can complete a partial
covering array are suitable, such as AETG, DDA, and TCG. Indeed, heuristic search approaches such as simulated
annealing [36], tabu search [30], and hill climbing [11] could complete the covering array. However, methods such as
TConfig that generate an entire array, or IPO that adjoins factors, seem unsuited to this task. The entire algorithm is
summarized in Fig. 1.
3.3. Density implementation
We outline one implementation of BBA. We do not discuss partitioning, because our assumption is that the arrays
to be merged are dictated by the needs of the application. Section 4 presents results in which DDA, combinatorial
construction, and tabu search construct the building blocks. DDA is always used to complete the covering array.
Using density, we describe the selection of rows in the building blocks, handling don’t-care positions, and handling
building blocks of different sizes.
Let wi be the sum of the numbers of levels of factors in a factor group Gi . The number of cross pairs involving
factor groups i and j is w jw j . For factor groups i and j , the factor-group pair density is Γi, j = Ri, jwiw j , where Ri, j
is the number of uncovered pairs involving a level of a factor in factor group i and a level of a factor in factor group
j . In other words, the factor-group pair density is the fraction of cross pairs yet to be covered between the two factor
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groups. The factor-group density for factor group s is Γs =∑1 ≤ i ≤ 
i 6= s
Γi,s . We fix the factor groups in nonascending
order by factor-group density.
After selecting a factor group we select a row within its building block. Let Ψi,r,ρ be 1wi times the number of
uncovered cross pairs involving row ρ in building block r and factor group i . The row density for row ρ in building
block r is Ψr,ρ = ∑1 ≤ i ≤ 
i 6= r
Ψi,r,ρ . We select ρ to maximize Ψr,ρ and use that building-block row. Then we select
the next free factor group to fix, and row to use, until all factor groups are fixed; at that point, a new row has been
constructed.
As before, the factor-group pair density is scaled by the initial number of cross tuples between the two factor
groups. If factor groups i and j have wi = w j = 4, the scale factor is 16. Each cross pair covered reduces the density
by 116 . Two different factor groups may have a scale factor of 100. Each cross pair covered between these two factor
groups reduces the density by only 1100 . Again we address this by redefining the scaling factor. Let kmax be the largest
number of factors of any factor group, and wmax be the largest sum of numbers of levels of factors in a factor group.
When calculating the factor-group pair density for two free factor groups, use denominator w2max. When one factor
group is fixed and the other is free, use denominator wmaxkmax (and treat each fixed factor group as having only its
chosen row as a candidate). Lastly, when both factor groups are fixed, use denominator 1.
Our implementation adjoins don’t-care rows (rows with all don’t-care positions) to smaller building blocks to
make all building blocks the same size. Any implementation of BBA may lead to smaller covering arrays by fixing
the don’t-care positions, whether arising from don’t-care positions in the building blocks or through the addition
of don’t-care rows. We fix the don’t-cares after all the rows of the building blocks have been combined but before
the final rows are added. The algorithm uses density to fix these positions. This is not as straightforward as it first
seems. Without fixing the don’t-care position, we cannot calculate the row and factor-group densities. We circumvent
this problem by using density for factors and levels (as in DDA) to fix the don’t-care positions in a temporary row
and then calculate the row densities. When the combined temporary row is placed in the partial covering array, the
original don’t-care positions are restored. In this way, we use the best level for the don’t-care position based on current
expectations, but then postpone the ultimate decision on how to fill it in until all building blocks are treated. This has
the positive consequence of delaying the decision until better expectations can be calculated, but has the countervailing
negative consequence that subsequent selections cannot distinguish an uncovered pair that is easily covered by fixing
an earlier don’t-care position from one that cannot be covered in this way. We have chosen the “lazy” approach of
deferring commitment to a level for a don’t-care position, rather than the “eager” approach of fixing it when it is first
encountered. The relative merits of the two approaches are not conclusive in our experiments.
4. Computational results
In reporting computational results for BBA, three areas are of interest: the accuracy of BBA compared to IPO,
AETG, TCG, TConfig, and especially DDA; the execution speed of BBA compared to DDA; and a comparison of
different invocations of BBA using building blocks created by simulated annealing, tabu search, orthogonal arrays,
and DDA. BBA uses DDA to cover the remaining cross pairs in all of the results presented.
In order to conserve space, the tables use a shorthand notation. Let β = (N , (v1v2 . . . vk)) be a single building
block with k factors, N rows, strength two, and vi levels for factor i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. BBA can combine multiple arrays,
β1, β2, . . . , β , and collectively these form the covering array β1β2 · · ·β . If several building blocks are the same,
we use an exponent to signify a multiple of a building block, e.g., β5 is a covering array where building block β is
combined five times. Thus if β = (9, 34) (a CA(9; 2, 4, 3)), then β4 is a CA(N ; 2, 16, 3), where N is the number of
rows in the final covering array after all four building blocks are combined and the uncovered cross pairs are covered
using additional rows. The number of rows in the covering array β is given by S(β) and the running time to construct
β is given by T (β).
4.1. Different building blocks
We compare all the computational results against results using DDA from [2]. That implementation contains several
levels of tie breaking for both the factor density and level density. We left all tie-break settings at the defaults. The
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Table 3
BBA (using orthogonal arrays) versus DDA
Row OA BBA using OA DDA (combined)
β S(β2) S(β3) S(β4) S(β2) S(β3) S(β4)
1 (4, 23) 6 7 8 7 8 9
2 (9, 34) 15 15 18 17 19 21
3 (25, 56) 45 48 51 49 55 59
4 (49, 78) 91 99 104 97 111 119
5 (121, 1112) 229 253 266 256 287 311
6 (169, 1314) 325 350 370 367 412 446
7 (49, 77) 91 98 103 94 105 117
8 (121, 118) 212 238 265 225 256 279
9 (121, 119) 218 243 253 234 266 287
10 (48, 68) 71 81 87 73 84 90
11 (119, 99) 157 180 197 162 183 198
12 (120, 1010) 191 222 243 203 228 249
Table 4
Mixed-level BBA (using orthogonal arrays) versus DDA
Row Parameters Building blocksa BBA DDAb
β1 β2 β3 S(β1β2β3) S(β1β2β3)
1 7768 (48, 68) (49, 77) – 82 83
2 7868 (48, 68) (49, 78) – 79 86
3 101078 (49, 78) (120, 1010) – 139 164
4 1112101078 (49, 78) (120, 1010) (121, 1112) 212 232
5 11121020 (120, 1010) (120, 1010) (121, 1112) 240 249
6 563423 (4, 23) (9, 34) (25, 56) 31 39
a The first three rows use only two building blocks.
b Invoked directly with the parameters as the input.
tie-break for factor density was to select the factor with the most pairs left, and if this was equal, to select the first
factor. The same tie-breaks were used for level density.
4.1.1. Building blocks from orthogonal arrays
Orthogonal arrays provide minimum covering arrays for certain parameters. Table 3 gives a number of results using
orthogonal arrays and related arrays as building blocks. Here BBA produces more accurate results than DDA. Using
orthogonal arrays as building blocks yields an improvement of about 10% over DDA. In the latter six rows of Table 3
orthogonal arrays are reduced by removing factors (in the cases of 77, 118, and 119), changing a level for each factor
to “don’t-care” and deleting rows containing only don’t-care positions (for 68), or both (for 99 and 1010). In these
cases we find a smaller improvement over DDA. It appears that small building blocks lead to smaller covering arrays
overall. The building block of size 119 for 99 is far from minimum, and this carries over to the final size for BBA.
Despite this, BBA constructs covering arrays comparable to that of DDA.
As in TConfig, BBA is essentially performing juxtaposition without reordering in the first four cases. Surprisingly,
BBA obtained a solution for 1124 (in row five) in 229 rows, two rows better than simple juxtaposition. This results
from reordering rows in the building blocks. This leads in fact to the best current upper bound in this case (231 is
reported in [13]).
Table 4 considers mixed-level covering arrays. In the first two cases, the building blocks for 68 and 77 are both
reduced from the orthogonal array 78 of size 49. TConfig would construct covering arrays with 91 rows for 7768 and
7868 (essentially a reduced array from 716), but BBA improves these results to 82 and 79, respectively. On the basis
of the few cases treated, it appears that BBA performs well with different sizes of building blocks.
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Table 5
BBA (using tabu search) versus DDA
Row Tabu BBAa DDA (combined)
β S(β2) S(β3) S(β4) S(β2) S(β3) S(β4)
1 (18, 330) 25 28 30 29 32 33
2 (20, 343) 28 30 32 31 34 34
3 (23, 383) 32 34 36 35 37 39
4 (21, 41339235) 30 34 36 32 35 37
5 (29, 415317229) 41 46 49 44 48 50
a The building blocks originate from http://www.tcs.hut.fi/˜kjnu/covarr.html (accessed 25/2/2006), a website mentioned in [30].
Table 6
BBA (using simulated annealing) versus DDA
Row SA BBA DDA (combined)
β S(β2) S(β3) S(β4) S(β2) S(β3) S(β4)
1 (25, 53) 36 43 48 36 44 49
2 (25, 54) 40 48 52 42 49 53
3 (25, 55) 43 49 53 43 51 57
4 (25, 56) 45 48 51 49 55 59
5 (29, 57) 48 52 60 50 57 61
6 (36, 59) 52 60 65 55 61 67
7 (37, 510) 53 62 67 57 64 68
8 (40, 512) 57 65 70 59 67 71
9 (41, 513) 58 65 71 62 68 73
10 (42, 514) 59 67 72 61 68 75
4.1.2. Building blocks from heuristic search
The results from orthogonal arrays paint an optimistic picture, because orthogonal arrays are not generally
available. Heuristic search algorithms typically produce covering arrays close to the upper bound when given enough
execution time. We obtained results from two heuristic search algorithms, tabu search and simulated annealing, and
used these results as building blocks for BBA.
BBA performs well in the first three rows of Table 5 against DDA, and slightly better in the last two rows. Nurmela
spent several CPU months calculating some of these building blocks. For example, in row five, Nurmela found a
covering array for 415317229 with 29 rows [30]. AETG found a covering array with 41 rows using the same input. The
tabu-search results for v = 3 are particularly good, and BBA appears to use these good results to construct competitive
covering arrays.
BBA exhibits a slight edge over DDA using results from simulated annealing [10] as building blocks in Table 6.
In rows one through four, simulated annealing found orthogonal arrays. Indeed, row three of Table 3 and row four
of Table 6 are identical. Although the building block for 56 have the same number of rows in each table, the actual
order of the rows is different. BBA still maintains the overall size of the final covering array. We also combined a 56
building block from the simulated annealing results and one 56 building block from orthogonal arrays, and BBA still
produced a 512 covering array with 45 rows.
4.1.3. Building blocks from DDA
Finally, in Table 7 we used building blocks constructed by DDA. A greedy algorithm such as DDA typically does
not achieve the same accuracy as orthogonal arrays or heuristic search, so the building blocks are larger. Table 7
is divided in three subsections, and each section corresponds to some of the same inputs as orthogonal arrays, tabu
search, and simulated annealing respectively. Overall, BBA constructs covering arrays that are slightly larger than the
covering arrays DDA constructs. The only real exception is the first row, where DDA constructs the orthogonal array
for 34.
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Table 7
BBA (using DDA) versus DDA
Case DDA BBA DDA (combined)
β S(β2) S(β3) S(β4) S(β2) S(β3) S(β4)
1 (9, 34) 15 15 18 17 19 21
2 (71, 77) 95 108 118 94 105 117
3 (75, 78) 100 112 121 97 111 119
4 (159, 1010) 211 237 258 203 228 249
5 (127, 99) 166 189 204 162 183 198
6 (25, 330) 30 32 33 29 32 33
7 (28, 343) 32 34 36 31 34 34
8 (32, 383) 37 38 40 35 37 39
9 (28, 41339235) 34 38 41 32 35 37
10 (35, 415317229) 45 50 52 44 48 50
11 (36, 56) 49 55 62 49 55 59
12 (42, 58) 54 60 65 53 59 64
13 (43, 510) 56 63 68 57 64 68
14 (46, 511) 59 67 71 58 65 70
15 (50, 513) 61 70 73 62 68 73
Table 8
Comparison with published results
Case Parameters Minimum size of test suite
BBA DDA AETG TCG IPO TConfig r-BBAc
1 513822 21 21 19 20 21b 21b 25
2 716151453823 45 43 45 45 43b 91b 51
3 514431125 28 27 30 30 28b 32b 33
4 6151463823 35 34 34 33 35b 50b 44
5 415317229 33 35 41 35b 34 40 38
6 41339235 28 27 28 27b 26 30 28
7 313 19 18 15 20 19 15 21
8 2100 14 15 10 16 15 14 15
9 440 40 43 42b 46 49 40 46
10 4100 47 51 51b 55 52 43 57
11 1020 191 201 180a 218 212 231 302
a Or 198, see discussion in the text.
b [2, Table 13].
c See Section 5.
4.2. Comparison with published results
In numerous earlier papers (see [2] for details), sample results for certain parameters have been reported. We
compare to these in Table 8. AETG delivers impressive results for 2100 and 1020. Other one-row-at-a-time greedy
algorithms such as DDA, TCG, and BBA construct dramatically larger covering arrays for these inputs. We must
differentiate between the commercially available (and patented) AETG system and the greedy AETG algorithm
described in [8]. Cohen et al. implemented AETG (as described in [8]) and report that their AETG implementation
constructed 1020 in 198 test rows [11]. The commercial product may include some direct construction techniques,
look-up tables of previously constructed covering arrays, and post processing, none of which are included in the other
greedy implementations.
The composition of the factor groups in Table 8 affects the size of the final covering array. Table 9 gives the partition
into factor groups. Some factor groups are repeated to match the factor groups to the input parameters. For example,
in row nine we repeat the factor group for 45 eight times to get 440. Most of the building blocks are orthogonal arrays
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Table 9
Building blocks for BBA for published results
Row Parameters β1 β2 β3 β4 β5
1 513822 (10, 5122) (9, 34) – – –
2 716151453823 (14, 7121) (12, 6121) (10, 5121) (16, 45) (9, 34)
3 514431125 (10, 5123) (16, 4421) (9, 34) (9, 3321)
4 6151463823 (16, 45) (12, 6121) (10, 5121) (9, 34) (8, 4121)
5 415317229 (16, 45) (9, 34) (9, 33) (4, 23) (4, 22)
6 41339235 (8, 4122) (9, 34) (9, 33) (4, 23) –
7 313 (9, 33) (9, 34) – – –
8 2100 (4, 23) (4, 22) – – –
9 440 (16, 45) – – – –
10 4100 (16, 45) – – – –
11 1020 (120, 1010) – – – –
or reduced orthogonal arrays. In cases where there is not an easy mapping to an orthogonal array, we used DDA to
create the building block.
5. Compressing sequence alignments
In [22], the following problem is motivated and explored. There are k species; each has been sequenced within
a genomic region that contains a family of genes duplicated in tandem. A gene for one species may be related to
a gene from another by evolution, or homologous, to it. A finer classification is obtained by examining whether the
genes are separated by an introduction of a duplication in the genome (and are paralogous), or by speciation (and are
orthologous).
Alignment of genomic sequences is undertaken in order to detect differences from neutral evolution, and hence
aligning homologous sequences is of principal concern. However when genes have been duplicated in tandem, which
gene for one species ought to be aligned with a gene from another? Each possible alignment of orthologous genes
could be of interest. In order to capture every possible alignment among the species, an exhaustive list of possible
alignment blocks (one choice for each gene from each species) could be generated. Their number can be as large as
the product of the number of genes for each; in terms of both space and time, the cost can be prohibitive. One would
prefer to select representative alignment blocks. At a minimum these should include every gene for every species at
least once; to capture the pairwise alignments, every gene from one species should be aligned at least once with each
gene from each other species [22].
Let us translate these requirements into the language of covering arrays. Every species is a factor, and every gene
for that species is a level for the factor. An alignment block (selection of a gene for each species) is a test (selection
of a level for every factor). If every pair of genes is to be aligned together in one block, the set of tests produced
must have t-way coverage for t = 2. Indeed this generalizes in a natural manner to higher strength coverage if t-way
alignments are used.
Hou et al. [22] form an alignment graph, a multipartite graph whose parts are the species and whose vertices within
each part represent genes for the corresponding species. An edge is present when two genes are orthologous; then an
alignment block is a clique, and the objective is to find a small clique cover. They go on to treat the case when the
alignment graph is a complete multipartite graph (all genes from different species are orthologous) using this graph-
theoretic representation. Naturally, the formulations as clique cover and as covering arrays are equivalent, but a much
more extensive literature on covering arrays exists. Indeed in this formulation a number of questions raised in [22]
have already been answered. When for every factor has exactly two levels, for example, an exact minimum solution
is known [23,24]. The best known lower and upper bounds asymptotically appear in [18] for t = 2 and in [31,
32] for general t . A juxtaposition construction in [32] is equivalent to [22, Theorem 1]; contrary to the conjecture
made, this construction is not optimal. For example, from [22, Theorem 1] we obtain a CA(39; 2, 729, 3), while a
CA(33; 2, 1312, 3) is known with many more factors and six fewer tests [15]. Numerous other examples can be found
in the existence tables in [13].
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Table 10
Comparisons with the Merge algorithms (Execution on a Pentium 4 running at 2.8 GHz with 512 MB of RAM)
Ingredient DDA Merge I BBA r-BBA Merge II
Type Size Size Time Size Time Size Time Size Time Size Time
330 18 29 25.68 34 12.08 25 6.35 35 0.35 74 0.11
368 22 35 797.21 38 179.83 31 206.24 40 3.34 94 1.22
1314 169 367 20.76 481 5189.00 325 12.30 463 11.64 769 0.42
815 107 151 9.29 219 736.00 150 3.87 214 2.76 449 0.20
Hou et al. [22] propose two greedy methods for the construction of clique covers (mixed-level covering arrays) by
merging two smaller covering arrays. They select a row from each to pair up in forming a row of the result. Their
method Merge I matches rows that will cover the largest number of currently uncovered pairs; their method Merge II
first selects a currently uncovered cross pair and then selects a row from each so as to cover at least this pair. They
remark that Merge I is more accurate but much slower than Merge II (in their study, Merge I can be one thousand
times longer in execution). Evidently their general method is of the same type as BBA. Rather than enumerate the
similarities, we comment on some differences. BBA merges any number of covering arrays, while Merge merges two.
BBA does not use rows from the ingredient covering arrays more than once each, while Merge permits rows to be
used many times. Consequently Merge has no need to append additional rows to cover the remaining cross pairs after
the ingredient arrays are merged, while BBA in general requires the addition of further rows. Finally, BBA uses don’t-
care positions to reduce the size of the array produced, while Merge (as stated) does not. BBA is easily revised to
permit rows to be selected repeatedly, and thereby avoid the addition of further rows. We implemented such a method,
referred to as r-BBA, for comparison. This approach differs from Merge I in one substantial way. Merge I checks every
row of one building block against every row of the other to maximize number of newly covered cross pairs; r-BBA
uses density to choose a row from each, and hence is faster but may miss the “best match”. In the column headed
‘r-BBA’ in Table 8 results are reported for r-BBA. This appears to cause the ultimate array produced to be larger, but
arguably preserving the structure of the ingredient arrays captures information in the alignment blocks more clearly.
We also implemented Merge I and Merge II from [22]; in the implementation of Merge II, once a row from each
building block is selected we update the list of remaining uncovered pairs. Although this does not appear to be taken
into account in the time analysis given in [22], it appears to be necessary in any implementation. Table 10 gives
results for DDA, BBA, r-BBA, Merge I, and Merge II for merging two copies of various covering arrays (DDA is
generating the double directly, not merging). These results are indicative of the performance that we observed; each
of the methods yields different results depending upon the ordering of the rows of the constituent arrays and on the
methods used for breaking ties. While we have not attempted to optimize such choices for any of these methods, we
warn the reader to expect some variation in the sizes obtained when the same problem is run again. As expected,
Merge II is uniformly the fastest, but the sizes of arrays generated are very far from the best. Indeed r-BBA gives
much more competitive results in terms of accuracy within what appears to be a reasonable time bound. DDA, BBA,
and r-BBA all exhibit linear growth in the execution time as a function of the number of tests, while Merge I exhibits
quadratic growth. Hence Merge I yields dramatically larger execution times in the cases when the arrays to be merged
are themselves “large”. In our few experiments, if arrays from existing arrays are to be merged and no new rows
added, r-BBA and Merge I appear to exhibit comparable accuracy but Merge I requires more execution time (in our
examples, 30 to 400 times as much). If one is permitted to add new rows, BBA outperforms both with respect to
accuracy, but incurs execution time that grows with the number of factors and can be as slow as Merge I. If one is
permitted to construct the array “from scratch” without merging existing arrays, in these few examples DDA loses
to BBA in accuracy and in execution time. However, this comparison rests on the assumption that small ingredient
arrays are available at no cost and hence penalizes DDA.
The Merge heuristics are intended not just to produce a small covering array, but also to capture the most relevant
alignments. Hou et al. [22] argue that when a known or putative phylogenetic tree is available, alignment should be
guided by phylogeny. In practical terms, subtrees represent species more closely related by evolution. Hence they
argue that it is natural to employ each interior node of the phylogenetic tree to partition the species involved into two
classes, form the alignment blocks for each, and merge the alignment blocks. In this way, alignments for the classes
are preserved in the alignment blocks of the multiple alignment of all species. In the context of BBA, the restriction
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to mimic phylogeny is easily accommodated, and in fact simplifies the first task of determining the partition of the
factors.
5.1. Prospects for paralogy
Until this point, the model as a clique cover of a complete multipartite graph, or mixed-level covering array, assumes
that genes from different species are orthologous. In reality some may be paralogous. If the goal is to align orthologs,
and it is inconsequential whether paralogs are aligned or not, greedy algorithms for covering arrays, including BBA,
admit a trivial adaptation. One simply marks all paralogous pairs as covered at the outset; then, while there is no
requirement that they be covered in the test suite, it may happen that they are. Among the methods discussed, only
those based on combinatorial constructions appear unable to exploit such a priori information on pairs that need not
be covered.
On the other hand, if it is desirable to cover orthologs but not paralogs, such simple adaptations do not suffice. We
outline a fully general technique that addresses this issue in the context of density methods. Suppose that when factor
f is at level x ∈ V f , and factor g is at level y ∈ Vg , the benefit of covering the corresponding pair is the real number
w( f, x; g, y). This benefit quantifies the importance of covering the corresponding pair, and when negative indicates
the importance of not covering it. We can then generalize density in a straightforward manner. The local density
ri, j for factors i and j is taken to be
∑
x∈Vi
∑
y∈V j w(i, x; j, y). When all benefits are 1 (if the pair is uncovered)
this coincides with the definition of local density earlier. Carrying this extension through the subsequent definitions,
densities are defined based on benefits.
The extension is routine except in one respect. Since benefits may be negative, densities may also become negative.
To address this, when a level is to be selected for a factor and the best density is negative, we elect to leave a don’t-care
position rather than to select a level. This could instead be incorporated in the basic method more easily by adjoining
? to the set Vi for every factor i , so that benefits involving the don’t-care position ? are always 0; in this way, we select
? when no other level exhibits nonnegative density.
So generalized, the method is rewarded for covering pairs of positive benefit, and penalized for covering pairs of
negative benefit, and terminates only when all pairs of positive benefit are covered. By setting negative benefits to be
sufficiently large, we can ensure that no pairs of negative benefit are covered, but naturally one expects this to generate
a larger array. Indeed the NP-completeness of the clique cover problem indicates that a simple greedy algorithm cannot
be expected to produce the smallest array. The main feature of allowing a user to define benefits is to permit smaller
arrays to be produced at the expense of (infrequently) covering pairs of negative benefit. In the alignment application,
this affords the opportunity to produce fewer alignment blocks by permitting some paralogs to be aligned. The use of
this in the genomic application is under investigation.
6. Conclusions
The algorithm developed here draws many ideas from existing algorithms. TConfig [40] uses building blocks to
construct covering arrays. Unlike BBA, TConfig does not reorder rows in the building blocks. Moreover, TConfig
uses building blocks from reduced orthogonal arrays; while it could be extended to arbitrary juxtaposition, such an
extension would require that copies of the same array be juxtaposed. BBA relaxes this requirement substantially. IPO
builds a covering array adding factors one at the time [37]. BBA generalizes IPO by adjoining any number of new
factors rather than just one. BBA also draws from greedy one-row-at-a-time algorithms such as AETG, TCG, and
DDA. All of these algorithms fix factors (or factor groups) in some order. The covering array is built one row at the
time, as in BBA. Indeed BBA also extends the notion of density, which is particular to DDA, from factors to factor
groups. The primary difference between BBA and all of the methods whose ideas it exploits is that BBA is a method
for merging existing covering arrays, of any size and from any source; unlike its predecessors, it embeds covering
arrays for subsystems in the covering array for the system itself.
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